
 

Learn the language of Malayalam with our bilingual subtitles available for download. You can also check out our French, Spanish, Chinese and more languages. In Malayalam cinema, the film industry that has been dominant in India's Kerala state since the middle of century, directors have been as innovative as those from other cinemas around the world. In some ways - such as through their deft use
of symbolic objects and haunting images - they were even more so. The major portion of Indian films have been made in six male dominated languages: Hindi (Bollywood), English, Punjabi, Tamil Telugu and Bengali. Only two films have been made in Malayalam. They were B.M.P. Swamy's "Rathna Saravu" (1950), and Manivannan's "Aparajitha Poojappura Kalangu" (1962). Apart from these,
there are only a handful of Malayalam films even now being made. Among them are, T. V. Chandran's "Ek Chadar Maili Si" (1993), and Adoor Gopalakrishnan's "Swayamvaram" (1972), which won the Sutherland Award for the best first feature from any country at the London Film Festival, "Avalude Ravukal" (Bamboo Shoots, 1998), a film by noted director Adoor Gopalakrishnan, and "Ustad
Hotel", a comedy by Shaji Karun. The first filmmaker from Kerala was J. C. Daniel who made India's first film, "Vigathakumaran". He made his film in Malayalam language four years before production of India's first film in Hindi ("Raja Harishchandra"). "Vigathakumaran" was based on a short story written by the famous writer of that time, C. V. Raman Pillai, in Malayalam language. He also co-
produced it with T. E. Vasudevan who later became one of the most important producers in Malayalam cinema industry. But the first director from Kerala to break into films, was I. V. Sasi, who directed films such as "Kathakali" (1930) and "Poonachi Katha" (1933). He went on to make films such as "Maava Jomayude Vaarika", which won the State Award of Kerala in 1934 and was screened in
International Film Festival at Cannes. While I V Sasi did not make films for a long time, he did make two films called "Varangadha" and "Mudalvan". The latter had its making delayed due to World War II when he was in the army.
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